Volunteering Opportunity

**TL3 Career Walks**

- Want to help brighten the futures of young people?
- Have a few hours to spare each month?
- Like interacting with people from different backgrounds?

**TL3 Career Walks could be the volunteering opportunity you have been looking for.**

We are looking for young, dynamic UTAS students who would be comfortable guiding groups of 15 to 18 year olds on interactive career walks in Launceston, Hobart, Burnie or Devonport once per month.

The walks will go for approximately 3.5 hours and will require around two additional hours of your time for preparation.

**TL3 will do all of the organising and provide you with everything you need.**

What we will need from you is a great attitude, leadership skills and the ability to keep the group motivated and engaged as you visit three interesting businesses to learn about the range of exciting career opportunities that they have to offer.

If this sounds like you, please register your interest and sign up to attend one of the information sessions below by emailing or calling:

**marcus.mccormick@TL3.com.au** or **0438 502 990**

**The First Career Walk will be held on:**
Thursday 23rd August 2012 and a two hour training session will be held prior to this.